
Home Learning &  

Development Opportunities 

topic Who Are They? Bodies 6 Class 

Cognition & Learning 

Nature Faces 

Collect different resources from the 

natural world such a sticks, leaves, 

soil, stones, flower, petal, grass etc. 

Explore these and use to create a 

face - Look at selves in mirror and 

familiarise with facial features.   

 



topic Who Are They (Bodies) 

Communication & Interaction 

Music and Rhyme Time 

Sing songs and rhymes about different body parts to 

develop body awareness  - If You’re Happy and You 

Know it, Head, Shoulders, 

Knees and Toes and Tony 

Chestnut 

Social,  Emotional & Mental Health 

Attachment Games 

Attachment Games - developing relationships and positive attachments with games that involve using your 

bodies, tuning in to one another and turn - taking. Available At: http://www.sunningdaleschool.com/

downloadable/homeactivities/attachment%20games.pdf  

 

Physical & Sensory Development 

Messy Hands/Fingers/Feet and Toes 
Explore a range of different sensory media such as beans, shaving foam, rice to carry our 
mark making and to complete a range of different actions such as splat, poke, pinch and 
spreading explore with different body parts and using different senses - put media into 
gloves to create feely sensory gloves and carry out simple number songs using fingers.  

Animal Bodies  
Move around like different animals fast and slow or create different shapes with body, such as extending body stretch-

ing high to become a giraffe or on all fours to be an elephant. Take part in a rumble in the jungle story massage  to 
encourage body awareness. Available at:  http://www.sunningdaleschool.com/downloadable/ha2/waw3%20where%

Pizza Face! 

Create faces using pizza ingredients use a crumpet for 

the base, add tomato puree and different toppings to 

explore and comment upon. Do they react to spe-

cific smells or textures, display their likes and dis-

likes? Can they name the ingredients? Use 

sweetcorn for teeth - play around with a mirror 

and create different pizza face emotions.  

Pretend your first 2 fingers are paintbrushes and as 

gently as you can, paint your forehead. Paint down 

your nose across both cheeks, your chin and your lips 

Paint stripes down your neck then down your arm 

and each individual finger.  


